This year we are proud to dedicate our yearbook to Mr. Kenneth Abrey, teacher of math, science and computers.

Mr. Abrey, a very patient and kind teacher, has devoted much of his time to extra-curricular activities. He coached the wrestling and track teams last year and will coach the track team again this year. Mr. Abrey is also the teacher advisor to the Student Council. He has done much valuable work for George White School.

Thanks to Mr. Abrey we can look back on our experiences with pride and pleasure.
Superintendent

An educated person must continue to develop a curiosity for learning. I hope the years you have spent in the district have developed in you a thirst for knowledge and a hunger for learning.

- Michael G. Cardullo
Superintendent

Board of Education

The Goal of Education

"The ultimate goal of the educational system is to shift to the individual the burden of pursuing his own education."

- John Gardner
Dear Graduates:

Your elementary/middle school education is completed. You have been provided with a sound education by dedicated teachers. You have been supported by caring parents. You have been counseled and guided towards positive goals. Now, as you prepare to enter high school, you will be called upon to apply yourselves to a greater degree. You will draw upon your knowledge base and the precepts for productive living transmitted to you over the years. You have demonstrated your capabilities in a positive fashion. You will succeed!

Congratulations and best wishes to you and your parents.

Ronald N. Sands
Principal

ADMINISTRATION

Allan E. Atchison,
Administrative Assistant To
The Superintendent

Ronald N. Sands, Principal

Charles Maietta, School Director of Pupil Personnel
Faculty

Kenneth Abrey
Science, health, computers

Arlene Berman
Mathematics, Social Studies

Barbara Cassarini
Spanish

Kathleen Ciaccio
Language Arts, Resource Room

Lila Dans
Social Studies, Resource Room

Vivian Doolittle
Physical Education
Angela Engel  
Media Specialist

Natalie Gains  
Mathematics

Howard Cruber  
Music

Kathleen Glowski  
Spanish

Robert Hamann  
Science

Fred Hartman  
Industrial Arts

Don Horsey  
...Social Studies

Patricia Meisterich  
Special Education
Susan Monahan  
Typing

Sally Moses  
Gifted

Ralph Nickl  
Mathematics

Ted Ostrowski  
Physical Education

Joan Palmieri  
Science

Myra Perlmutter  
Speech

Ila Porter  
Language Arts  
Social Studies

Fr. Powell  
Art

Teachers
Office Staff

Aides

Custodians
Class of 1984...

GRADUATES

ADAM ADRIANOLO
"A.J." Radio control airplanes, model R.R.

AMY AHN
"Ames" Swimming, tennis; horseback riding

STEVEN AIELLO
Basketball, collect football cards

ELENA ANASTASI

STEVEN ANAYA
"F/M" Making trouble

ELLIOTT ARONSON
ERIC AROSEMOWICZ
"Catfish" Baseball cards, sports

ELIE ATALLA

RACHEL BECK
Swimming, Grace in "Annie", yearbook

CINDY BERSANO
"Cin" Boy's

SHANNON BLEY
Cheerleading, talking swimming, eating

LAURA-LEE BRAIN
"Breezeway" Talking, swimming

KAREN BREITWIESER

ERIKA BROWN
"Chameleon" Basketball soccer, Yearbook, laughs

DOREEN CARTER
"Dawds" Basketball, soccer, cheerleader
"Prep" Cheerleading, art, tennis, softball

"Lizard" Watching General Hospital

Cheerleading

"BaBa" football, baseball, wrestling

"Coach" Football #49

"Claw" Piano, writing, reading, tricks

"Froggie" Softball

Baseball, soccer

"The Birdee"
BRIAN de LONG
"The Loner"

FRANS de ROOS
"Chimp" Drawing

DEBRA DOERRER
"Charlie" Basketball, soccer, having fun

LINDA DONOHUE
"Linds" Skiing, reading

DONALD DOOLITTLE
"Italian Stallion"

MICHAEL DOUGHERTY
Basketball, food

RANDALL DRISGULA

DZINTARS DZILNA
"Dzing" Computers

ROBERTA ESOLA

"Baby Harry" Playing Dungeons & Dragons
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AARON EZRILOV
"Ezzy" Computers, Breaking Bones

THERESA FARRELL
Softball

CRAIG FENNELL
"@?+Goody-goody" Music, art, ANNIE

ANA FERNANDES
"The Flirt" Hugging boys

MARY FISCHER
"Mare" Music, crafts

GARY FICHTENBAUM

Marni Fields

David Fleck

Kathleen Foley

"Marni" Shopping

Wrestling, plays the electric guitar

"Kathie" Sports and computers
KENNETH FORZIATI  STACEY FOX  SUSAN FREEDMAN

"Kenny" Computers, electronics, science

JONATHAN FREEDNER  DARYL GAINES  FRANK GAGLIANO

"Buzzy" Sports  "Franklin" talking, softball

SUSAN GLEESON  TRACEY GUTIERREZ  SALLIE HAN

Softball, talking  "Trace" Loving Duran Duran, John Taylor  "Sal" Newpokon, band, Olympics, ANNIE
Topper - Music... guitar

Kim - Cheerleader, talking on phone

"Topper" - Music... guitar

"Kim" - Cheerleader, talking on phone

Hubby - Bowling, coin collecting, jogger

"Hubby" - Bowling, coin collecting, jogger

Snowboy - Model trains, electronics

"Snowboy" - Model trains, electronics

Hobby - Bowling, coin collecting, jogger

"Hobby" - Bowling, coin collecting, jogger

"Shorty" - Model building, basketball

"Shorty" - Model building, basketball

Kim Jaffe - Swimming, cheerleader, eating

Kim Jaffe - Swimming, cheerleader, eating

Michael Johnston

"Alex"
ERIK KAUFMAN
"Snag" Computers, snowmobiling, skiing

JOHN KELLER
"Dough-boy" Football

CHARLES KLEIN
"Charlie" Computers, Band, rock 'n roll

LORETTA KOESTLER
"Big Red" Art

GLENN KOHAN
"Dr. K" Football, wrestling, baseball

SUSAN KONO
Take me shopping

JOHN KOPP

KERRI KOPP

JEFFREY LA FRANCE

Cheerleading, talking on phone, basketball
SHARON LAIDLAW
JESSEPH LOUREIRO
DIANA LUCAS

Soccer, video games,
y otros pasatiempos

"Di" Newspaper, band,
ANNIE, dancing

PATRICK MC ARDIE

LAURA MC DEVITT

ZARRIN MAJIDI

Baseball, y otros pasatiempos

"McFlatty" Cheerleader
talking on phone

"Samoan #3" Hanging
out

JENNIFER MALCHIODI

AMIE MALKIN

ROBERT MANN

"Spike" Listening to
music

"E.F. Hutton" ANNIE,
editor of yearbook

"Sbarbie" Sports, eat,
basketball, saxophone
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MICHELLE MEOLA
"Mickie" Skiing, eating, swimming

MATTREW MESSINGER
"Chuck" Basketball, soccer, yearbook

KRISTIANNE MOLNAR

JEANE MONAHAN
Reading

MICHAEL MOORE
"Mr. M.&M." Reading, drawing, basketball

GREGORY MURAD
"Krysie" horseback riding, talking

MICHAEL MURAY
Computers, sports

LORI MUTTER
Model building, bicycle riding

"Stringbean"
Laurie Narducci
"Tree" Writing notes to people

Lauren Nassau
"Cabbage patch kid" Tennis, basketball

John Nester
"Nez a bunny" Football, hockey

Peter Nostrand
"Quack" Baseball, soccer

Kate O'Connor
"Tomato" softball, soccer, roller skating

Maria Palmeri
"Barry" Softball, swimming, working

Scott Principe
"L.P. Baby" Football basketball, hockey

Darren Rizzi
"Riz" Football, baseball, basketball

James Robinson
Baseball, football, basketball
SUZANNE ROLLIER
"Whiz Kid" Everything

DANIELLE ROMANOFF
Sports and music

GAIL ROSENBERG
Cheerleading, hair brushing, talking

LORIENNE ROSSI

JANE SAKS
"Barrel"

NICOLE SCARPATI
"Wampa" Basketball, talking on phone

MARK SCHAEFER

GERALD SCHMIDT

KRISTIN SCHÖELLES
"Bertha" Talking on phone, note writing

Computers, photography, basketball
TRACY SCHREIBER
"T" Cheerleading, talking

Diane Schumm
"Duran Duran"

Jonathan Shapiro
Basketball

Stefanie Sher
"Stephie"

Seth Shulman
"Weasel" Wrestling, baseball

Scott Shuman
"Shubert" Video games

Jordan Siegerman

Joshua Singer
"Shwa" Sports

Rekha Sivadas
"Rakes" Skiing, reading, talking
DANIEL SMITH

LISA SMITH

BRIAN SMYTH

JOHN SOSNOVSKI

JEFFREY SVEC

CHRISTOPHER TIGHE

"Soz" Wrestling, football, science

JAMES TOMINOVICH

THOMAS TORRES

NICOLE TUDISCO

"Jimmy" Baseball, football

"Froggie" Football, model building

"Niki" Shouting
JEFFREY ULIN

"Brick" Basketball, drums, soccer

LAURA VALENTI

"House" Cheerleading, acting, dancing

TRACIE VERRENGIA

"T.C." Cheerleading

ADRIENNE VISCARDI

"Age" Acting, yearbook, singing

JENNIFER WEISS

"Con" Drawing and shopping

CONNIE WITT

KERI YANKUS

"Yankee" Girl's basketball team #15

GABRIEL YNOSTROZA

"Gab"

ROSHAN ZAMAN

"Bullwinkle" Loving Duran Duran
MARC ZELLER

ERIC ZEMPOL

Acting, yearbook

CONGRATULATIONS
Sixth Grade
FAVORITES
POLL

Best Personality
Laurie Narducci
Chris Hansen
Most Popular
Debra Doerrer
Darren Rizzi

Best Looking
Gail Rosenberg
John Sosnovski
Best Dressed
Kim Harvey
Josh Singer

Biggest Flirt
Ana Fernandes
Seth Shulman

Romeo & Juliet
Odd Couple
Anita Chapdelaine
Doug Huettner

Most Athletic
Doreen Carter
Robbie Mann
Most Talkative
Kim Jaffee
Jamie Robinson

Nicest Eyes
Laura Valenti
Mike Clark
Class Rowdy
Elena Anastasi
Mike Hein

Class Clown
Nicole Tudisco
Frank Gagliano
Teacher's Pet
Sallie Han
Mark Schaefer

Most Likely to Succeed
Adrienne Viscardi
Charles Klein
Best All-Around
Rachel Beck
Mike Dougherty

Olympics of the Mind

Olympics of the Mind Team Members:

- Tracy Gutierrez
- Sallie Han
- Amie Malkin
- Anita Chapdelaine
- Adrienne Viscardi
- Jeff Leonard
- Danny Berson
Boys' Basketball Team

Steven Anaya
Doug Huettner
Jeff Ulín
Michael Dougherty
Robbie Mann
George Foley
Darren Rizzi

Susan Gleeson
Scorekeeper

Mr. Nickl
Coach

Steven Anaya
Doug Huettner
Jeff Ulín
Michael Dougherty
Robert Mann
George Foley
Darren Rizzi
Douglas Jung
Chris Sailer
Jon Shapiro
Marc Bernstein
James Robinson
Doug Phillips
Matt Messinger
David Paulin
Peter Pocik
Eric Weinberger
Mike Ulín
Billy Kanzisher
Girls' Basketball Team

Theresa Farrell
Amy Taup
Karen Paulsson
Ana Fernandes
Laurie Narducci
Erika Brown
Lauren Nassau
Kathie Foley
Connie Witt

Kelly Usher
Michelle Strigo
Debbie Doerrer
Danielle Romanoff
Kerri Kopp
Amanda McCaughey
Shannon Ebner

Mr. Schmidt  Coach

Champions
Wrestling

Eric Arosemowicz
Daniel Berson
Dennis Chirico
Mike Clark
Brian DeBartolo
Don Doolittle
Randy Drisgula
George Floratos
Mike Galluci
Glenn Kohan
Juan Mercado
Seth Shulman
David Sobacinski
Jeff Svec
Mark Zeller

Cheerleaders

Gail Rosenberg
Tracie Verrengia
Kim Harvey
Laura McDevitt
Sandy Rosano
Kristin Voght
Anita Chapdelaine
Julia Ganz
Terri Raymond
Tracy Schreiber
Michelle Meola
Lauren Davis
Laura Valenti
Shelley Edwards
Student Council

Debra Doerrer
President

Jamie Robinson
Vice-President

Stacey Fox
Secretary

Danny Berson
Treasurer

K. Abrey
Advisor

Representatives
"It looks like 'The Day After', WHAT?"
Matt Messinger  Tracey Gutierrez
Doreen Carter  Eric Zempol
Rachel Beck  Dennis Chirico
Erika Brown  Photo credits:
Rekha Sivadas  Mr. Donald Horsey
Linda Donahue  Mark Schaefer
Jeff Leonard  Advisor:
Adrienne Viscardi  Mrs. Porter
Amy Ahn
Ray Spinelli
Amie Malkin
Shannon Ebner

Yearbook Staff

Hawk's Talks

NEWSPAPER STAFF
Editors:
Suzanne Sollier
Kathy Clarkson
Chris Hansen
Reporters:
Josh Singer
Elena Anastasi
Christie Calville
Mike Muray
Darren Rizzi
Krysie Molnar
Amanda Lucas
Diana Lucas
Sallie Han
Glenn Kohan
Susan Freedman
Julie Ganz
Seth Shulman
Heather Harmon
Susan Muldowney
Lauren Davis
Hillary Dorfman
Staff Advisor:
Mrs. Valerie Robinson
Photography:
Mr. Donald Horsey
Our Messages

Doreen, emergency break through: Fanny
Ralph, I'll miss you: Love Laurie
Karen, You're a super person: Jean
K, Ha Veaf, uns, um, mer. Se eya, by
  eho rsel over: Sharon
Jeane, call yat onig htok B yeac noyc ane
Sharon, You're a great person: Jeane
Elena, I'll miss ya. Gnarly! Love Liz
LM and DD BFF, DD and JU TLFE 22 lives 41
AF and LN, Krisi
Muggs, Gubba, Mish, Curly, Fink, Debbie,
  Mike, Doug, and Dave Stay cool! Nay
too! Shannon
LM Y'all wanna come down and see me! DD
CH, MD, JU Love ya lots! Debbie
DC Don't make fun of Rudof. He's a
dude! DD
Medium, Hope you get fatter! Muscles
PH & PV r great. Cuz we r the class of 88; Sallie
Amanda & Diana, Thanks for everything: Krisi
Jenny, Friends forever! Penny
Krysie, How's Matilda? Diana
"Life's a Beach!"
Sandy, Debbie Luv Ya (DNQ) Amanda
Krys & Di, Have fun in PV; Amanda
Jeff, I love you: Luv Deb
Chris, I'll miss ya much: Luv Deb
To observer 2 & 3 What is that word? Obs. 1
Amie, To Broadway then Florida; What's left?
Shannon, Will she ever change them? Rachel
Erika
Amie, Friends Forever: Rachel

Thanks Boosters

The Ebner Family wishes the class of '84 Good Luck
Good luck to the class of '84. N. Gains
Good luck, class of 1984!! G. Gutierrez
Class of '84- Thanks for a great year. Kathleen Clarkson
Strive for success! Mrs. Berman
Good luck G. White in a great year. Mr. R. Spinelli
Class of '84 is # 1. Courtney Ebner
To succeed proceed to exceed. Mrs. Swales
With all best wishes. Lucia Drake
All good wishes! Joan Phillips
Best Wishes and Good Luck to the Class of '84. Mrs. Ross
The future is yours. Make the most of it. Mrs. Porter